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Having a few problems with your DS Lite? Broke the top screen and canâ€™t enjoy your favourite
games because of a large crack down the middle?  It sounds like you need a professional DS Lite
repair thatâ€™ll soon have your hand-held console back to normal.

The thing is. A DS Lite Repair can be rather pricey as you might already know if youâ€™ve contacted an
expert for a quote.  Have you thought about performing the DS Lite repair yourself though; itâ€™s not as
complicated as you might think.

Broken screens are quite common on your type of console but they are soon fixed with a DIY DS
Lite Repair.  Just price up the components youâ€™ll need from a supplier of PS3 parts and you could
perform the DS Lite Repair in next to no time.

Think you couldnâ€™t carry out the DS Lite repair

Why not?  Itâ€™s a bit defeatist if you give up on a DS Lite Repair before youâ€™ve even tried.

Want to know something?  A DS Lite Repair is really simple, especially if itâ€™s for a replacement top or
bottom screen.  You simply order the components you need from a store that sells PS3 parts and
they come with easy to follow instructions.

As well as the replacement screen you might have to buy special Nintendo and Philips screwdrivers
to perform the DS Lite Repair but youâ€™ll find them for less than a pound from good quality stores.  So
the only thing thatâ€™s stopping you from performing a professional DS Lite Repair is your lack of
confidence, come on, how hard can it be?

Save a stash of cash

Buy replacement components from a stockist of PS3 parts, carry out a fast-fix Ds Lite repair and
youâ€™ll save a shed-load of money.  Plus once you have completed the DS Lite Repair youâ€™ll feel ever
so smug; knowing youâ€™ve given your precious console a new lease of life.

Itâ€™s not difficult to carry out a DS Lite Repair on your own console, regardless of what is wrong with
your Nintendo.  All types of faults can be fixed with an affordable DS Lite Repair from faulty power
switches, malfunctioning microphones or battery packs that refuse to charge.

Be thrifty and carry out the DS Lite Repair at home, thereâ€™s no need to despair when all you require
is a speedy DIY repair!
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Mary Porter - About Author:
At consoleparts4u.co.uk we are the place to go to for the most practical, affordable and efficient a
DS Lite repair services. We have the most comprehensive assortment of sought after a PS3 parts
Visit us today!
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